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QUESTION 1
After an abnormal IPL, jobs that are accessing some files for the first time are spending an extended amount of time in a
status of "IDX" and are taking longer to complete. Which command should be used to enable all pending access path
rebuilds to be analyzed, prioritized, and immediately executed rather than waiting for first access?
A. WRKEFD
B. EDTRBDAP
C. WRKAPSTS
D. WRKJOBAP
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 2
An administrator has migrated a full IBM i 7.1 system from a POWER5 server to a new POWER7 server and has
completed testing the migrated system. IFS directories /DIR1 and /DIR2 must now be refreshed with current production
data prior to going live on the new sewer.
Which option will refresh the directories, and remove objects related to the migration testing?
A. Save the directories from the production server with SAV OBJ((/DIRIP *INCLUDE) (*/DIR2rtIN0LuDE)) PVTAUT
*YES)Restore the directories with RST OBJ((/DIRIP *INCLUDE *SAME) (*/DIR2P INCLUDE *SAME))PVTAUT(*YES)
B. SAVSECDTA Save the directories from the production sewer with SAV OBJ(QJDIRIP INCLUDE) (*/ DIR2
*INCLUDE))Restore the directories with RST OBJ((/DIRIP INCLUDE *REPLACE) (*/DIR2 * INCLUDE
*REPLACE))RSTUSRPRF *AllRSTAUT*All
C. Use RMVLNK */DIRIP and RMVLNK */DIR2 /*SAVSECDTA Save the directories from the production sewer with SAV
OBJ((YDIR1P INCLUDE) (YDIR2 * INCLUDE))Restore the directories with RST OBJ((/ DIRIP INCLUDE *SAME) (*/
DIR2P INCLUDE *SAME))RSTUSRPRF *AllRSTAUT*All
D. WRKLNK `/\\' then select option 2 and use option 9 to remove the directories.Save the directories from the production
server with SAV QBJ((7DIRIP INCLUDE) (*/DIR2P INCLUDE)) PVTAUT *YES)Restore the directories with RST OBJ((/
DIRIP INCLUDE *SAME) (*/DIR2P INCLUDE *SAME)) PVTAUT(*YES)
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 3
Which object has the Routing Entry Compare Data that is used by the subsystem to route a job?
A. Class
B. Job Description
C. Routing Directory
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D. Workstation Entries
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 4
During a disaster recovery test the restore job abnormally ended. The administrator discovered that 95 of the 200
libraries on the system were restored, including the main database libraries. The remaining libraries represent less than
10% of the system.
Which sequence of actions will complete the restore in the minimum amount of time?
A. Restart the restore with the RSTLIB *NONSYS command with the restore option of *NEW to only restore those
libraries not already restored.Then continue with the remaining restores DLO, IFS etc
B. Review the job log of the failed restore to determine why the restore failedRestart the restore with the RSTLIB
*NONSYS command with a resume point of *LSTRST Then continue with the remaining restores DLO, IFS etc
C. Review the job log of the failed restore to determine the point at which the restore failedPerform a clear library for all
the user librariesRestart the restore using the RSTLIB\\'NONSYS commandThen continue with the remaining restores
DLO, IFS etc
D. Review the job log of the failed restore to determine the point at which the restore failedIdentify the library that was
partially restoredClear the library that was partially restoredResume the restore using the RSTLIB *NONSYS command
and specify the starting libraryThen continue with the remaining restores DLO, IFS etc
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 5
In addition to the objects in the /home directory, what additional objects are saved when SAV OBJ ((`/ home/\\'
*INCLUDE)) is used?
A. Sub-directoriesObjects in the sub-directories
B. Sub-directoriesOmitting objects in the sub-directories
C. Security assignmentsOmitting sub-directories and their objects
D. Sub-directoriesObjects in the sub-directoriesSecurity assignments
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 6
A customer has a database that is fully journaled, including remote journals. The overnight backup of the data, including
access paths, completed normally.
The system failed and the customer needs to recover on the remote journal system.
After restoring the nightly save to the remote system, what must the administrator do to make the database usable on
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the remote system?
A. Apply journal changes from the remote copy of the journal receivers to the restored data.
B. Apply journal changes from the remote copy of the journal receivers to the restored data. EDTRBDAP to monitor the
rebuild of the access paths.
C. Restore the saved journals to the remote system.Apply journal changes from the remote copy of the journal receivers
to the restored data. EDTRBDAP to monitor the rebuild of the access paths.
D. Restore the saved journals to the remote system.Associate the remote receivers to the restored journals.Apply
journal changes from the remote copy of the journal receivers to the restored data.
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 7
Which command shows CPU utilization for both user jobs and IBM i system tasks?
A. WRKSYSSTS
B. WRKSYSACT
C. WRKTSKSTS
D. WRKACTJOB
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 8
During a migration the system is mistakenly IPLed. The data migration is successfully resumed and completed.
When the administrator runs the RSTAUT command, no authorities are restored. What is the most likely cause of the
problem?
A. The RCLSTG command was not run before the data restore was resumed.
B. The storage management directory was overlayed as a result of the IPL.
C. The INZSYS command was not successfully run before restoring authorities.
D. The private authority table loaded by the RSTUSRPRF command was automatically deleted by the system IPL.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 9
Which option will consume disk space at the slowest rate, while retaining the ability to use commitment control?
A. STRJRNPF FILE(LIB1/FILE1) JRN(LIBRARY/JQURNAL) IMAGES(*BOTH) QMTJRNE(*NONE) LOGLVL(*ALL)
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B. STRJRNPF FILE(LIB1/FILE1) JRN(LIBRARY/JOURNAL) IMAGES(*BEFORE) OMTJRNE(*OPNCLO)
LOGLVL(*ALL)
C. STRJRNPF FILE(LIB1/FILE1) JRN(LIBRAPY/JOURNAL) IMAGES(*BOTH) OMTJRNE(*OPNCLO) LOGLVL
(*ERRORS)
D. STRJRNPF FILE(LIB1/FILE1) JRN(LIBRARY/JQURNAL) IMAGES(*AETER) OMTJRNE(*OPNCLO) LOGLVL
(*ERRORS)
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 10
An audit requires a listing of programs that inherit authority greater than the authority of the submitting user. Which
option in the Securely Tools menu will accomplish the task?
A. Option 21 - Adopting objects
B. Option 38- Object authority
C. Option 40 - Program authority
D. Option 42- User profile authority
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 11
An administrator has a new, local, IP-based printer that is not communicating with the system. Ping is successful using
the printer IP address and the printer name, and response time is acceptable. Users can print from Windows. What
should the administrator do next to troubleshoot the printer?
A. Verify that there is a route configured to the printer.
B. Use the TRACEROUTE command to find where the connection fails.
C. Verify that the printer address is correcting the HOSTS table on the system.
D. Display the printer device description to confirm that the correct port has been configured.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 12
A small IBM i partition has batch jobs in subsystem QBATCH that occasionally have very high CPU usage (more than
50%), impacting system performance.
The administrator needs to be able to observe these jobs on a 5250 session when they occur.
Which steps should the administrator take to display the jobs when they occur?
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A. WRKACTJOB SBS(QBATCH) CPUPCTLMT(50) INTER VAL(10) and press E19 for auto refresh.
B. WRKSYSACT SBS(QBATCH), enter 50 in the CPU Filter field1 and press F19 for auto refresh.
C. WRKSYSACT, P20 to subset, include QBATCH, set the CPU Filter to 50% and press PIO for auto refresh.
D. WRKACTJOB, press P20 to subset, enter 50% for the CPU, use P16 to sequence by subsystem and press P19 for
auto refresh.
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 13
Some system values were changed as the result of an audit. The administrator noticed that saves are faster, but that
recoveries now take longer to complete. Which system value setting would cause this to happen?
A. Setting the QDSKCMP system value to 1 to compress the data on disk
B. Setting the QPERADJ system value to 2 to dynamically adjust the performance
C. Setting the QSAVACCPTH system value to 0 indicates that access paths will not be saved
D. Setting the QALWQBJRST system value to *ALWVLDERR to allow the restore of programs with validation errors to
be restored
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 14
A customer is installing a new POWER7 server with IBM i as the host partition for three additional IBM i partitions. The
server has just one 4 port Ethernet card.
The administrator needs to achieve IP connectively for all four partitions.
What should the administrator do?
A. Purchase additional Ethernet cards for the client partitions.
B. Connect each partition to one of the ports on the 4 port Ethernet card.
C. On the hosting partition, create a bridge using one of the ports of the Ethernet card to a virtual Ethernet network.
Connect each of the client partitions to the virtual Ethernet network.
D. Connect each partition to a virtual network.Configure IP on each client partition to use the host partition as an IP
gateway.Add routes to the corporate router pointing to the host partition as the gateway to the client partitions.
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 15
The administrator has been asked to install the latest system firmware on an HMC managed system. There is no
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service partition. The most recent cumulative PTF package and Group PTFs were installed, but the firmware did not get
updated.
What is required to install the firmware on this system?
A. System Firmware must be installed from the HMC.
B. System Firmware must be installed from the ASMI interlace.
C. Perform a platform IPL and select the T side for the System Firmware.
D. Perform a platform IPL to complete the installation of the System Firmware.
Correct Answer: A
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